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With the recent advances on the nanotechnology science, nanoencapsulation technique is rapidly 

growing. Nanocapsules are nanostructured materials composed of a core and a protective layer [1]. The 

core is typically solid or liquid, and the protective layer is usually a non-toxic polymer membrane, which 

makes the delivery of the drug controllable. Today researchers are interested in novel drug delivery 

systems, a feasible method is nanoencapsulation, due to its features such as: release drugs in a specific 

area without affecting other non-contaminated areas, preventing overdoses and leveraging the effect of 

the drug and its use in the diagnosis of the diseases as marker or contrast agent at the same time [1,2,3]. 

 

On the present work, we developed a protocol for the synthesis of nanoparticles (NP’s) type core-shell 

of Fe3C/γ-Fe2O3 encapsulated on micellar systems of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) with hydrophobic 

core of oleic acid (OA) stabilized with chitosan (C). The NP’s was synthetized using as precursor iron 

pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5), and as a stabilization of the OA particles for their use in nanoemulsions 

(NE’s) using sono-synthesis technique. SEM analysis were carried out with a FESEM JEOL JSM-

7800F.  

 

The NP’s obtained after centrifugation result with hydrodynamic diameter of 19.71 nm and a 0.134 

polydispersity index, which were used on the organic phase of the synthesis process of NE’s. With a 7 

mM concentration of surfactant SDS, we obtained NE’s with hydrodynamic diameter of 223.6 nm and 

0.216 polydispersity index. Also, NE’s without NP’s was synthetized resulting on NE’s with 

hydrodynamic diameter of 229.9 nm and a 0.146 polydispersity index. On both experiments we obtained 

a zeta potential of -41.5 mV, due the negative natural charge of the surfactant used. 

 

After the NE’s was obtained, we cover them by sonication with a dissolution of C of low molecular 

weight on acetic acid at 2%. The nanocapsules with NP’s have a hydrodynamic diameter of 185.3 nm 

and a 0.150 polydispersity index and the nanocapsules without NP’s have a hydrodynamic diameter of 

225.3 nm and a 0.222 polydispersity index. The zeta potential changed to 36.7 mV and 36.2 mV, 

confirming the encapsulation with C due the positive charge of it. 

 

The SEM and STEM analyses shows a spherical morphology (See Figures 1, 2 and 3), and the possible 

encapsulation of the NP’s of iron oxide type core-shell. As it can be observed in Figure 3, the delimited 

area by the figure shows the probable encapsulation of the NP’s. With the characteristics obtained of the 

nanocapsules, their physicochemical are good candidates for using as a treatment and diagnostic 

material for diseases as a theranostic agent. 
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Figure 1.  SEM image of nanocapsules without 

NP’s. With a size bar of 100 nm. 

 

 
Figure 2. SEM image of nanocapsules with 

NP’s. With a size bar of 100 nm. 

 

 
Figure 3. STEM image of nanocapsules with NP’s. With a size bar of 200 nm. 
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